
ADRENA 2021 New Features: Version 18

First Std Pro

Routing: scanning angle possible beyond 180° X X X

Polar modification: apply percentages in the tables X X X

Forecast: Iridium Go connection taken into account X X X

Central connection: connection to a Zeus directly via GoFree (Ethernet and Wifi) X X X

Central connection: send wp to gps if the GPS is read through the central unit X X X

GPS connection: the name of the waypoints sent is now 20 characters long. X X X

GPS connection: name of the routes is sent in clear text (previously just the number) X X X

Tracks: possibility to choose the duration of the track loaded at launch over 24 hours, the current day or none X X X

Tracks and routings: quick access to the last 4 loads X X X

Routing board: right-click in the histogram to reschedule forecasts X X X

Numerical data: availability of the comparison between predicted wind and measured wind X X

Routing: taking into account reversing or anchoring if the current is too strong X X

Possibility to apply a correction in % on the currents by family (SHOM, Proudman, ...) X X

Routing overview: average time on selected routings; possibility to show / hide / unload X X

Histographs: possible re-centering on a portion of the screen X X

Geo-referenced images: new management of favourites for simplified and more complete access X X

Georeferenced images: possibility of transforming a georeferenced image into a roadbook X X

Numerical data tab: use of all available space X X

Georeferenced images: possibility of resetting a non-horizontal image X

Routing: taking into account a slowing down of the boat for a certain period of time X

Routing: calculating the best time to plan an intervention or penalty X

Routing: seeking a better performance by temporarily slowing down the boat X

Routing board: possibility of inserting comments in the board X

Trace and routing tooltips: data appearing in the tooltips can be configured X

Historical gribs: loading of CEP historical gribs X

NOAA forecasts: availability of ensemble forecasts at 0.25° / 3h X

Roabooks: possibility to indicate a movement for a drawing (movement of the area over time) X

Roadbooks and georeferenced images: management of the order in which drawings are displayed on the screen X

Polar modification: vmg / cartesian / apparent display available X


